Defect in excision repair alters the mutational specificity of PUVA treatment in the lacI gene of Escherichia coli.
The sequences of 152 lacI- mutations obtained following exposure of Escherichia coli UvrB- strain NR3951 to ultraviolet light in the presence of 8-methoxypsoralen (PUVA treatment) were compared to the spectrum of mutation induced by PUVA treatment in a Uvr+ strain, NR3835. Mutations recovered following PUVA treatment of the UvrB- strain were quite different from those recovered in the Uvr+ strain. In addition, they occurred at a restricted number of unique sites. For example, A.T----T.A base substitutions at position 141, minus G frameshifts at positions 586/587/588 and deletions of 15 base-pairs from position 78 to 92 accounted for 50% or more of mutations recovered in each of the above mutational classes. This altered mutational specificity was accompanied by a failure to recover mutations frequently identified following PUVA treatment of the Uvr+ strain. These mutations include spontaneous-hotspot frameshifts involving the gain or loss of a tetramer 5'-CTGG-3' repeated three times at position 620 to 631; and minus A.T base-pair frameshifts recovered at potential T-T crosslink sites. These results indicate that while crosslinks may play a substantial role in the induction of mutation in the Uvr+ strain, they do not contribute substantially to mutagenesis in the UvrB- strain. In addition, the data also suggest that excision repair may not always occur in an error-free manner.